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Taiwanese Business Communication

Business Etiquette Do's and Don'ts!



“Face” in Taiwanese Business

� Face is something similar to the Western concept of 
a good reputation, only more highly valued.



“Face” in Taiwanese Business

� Giving face

-Complimenting individuals 

-Praising group (company, school, family, country)

� Losing face

-Direct or indirect criticism of an individual or group

-Not keeping your word

� Saving face

-"Perhaps I didn’t explain myself clearly."

-"I have done the same thing myself."



Personal Space

� While doing business, Taiwanese people tend to 
keep some distance with others.



Time

� Punctuality - Must be on time or 15 minutes earlier 
before the meeting start.

� Deadline - non-flexible!

� Business Meetings - Time is not considered more 
important than completing a meeting.



Team Work

� Group-oriented

� Always has a team leader to lead a group

� Team achievement is more important than individual 
performance



Avoiding specific topic

Must not talk about it:

� Politics ( KMT/DPP)

� Salaries

� Nationality (Taiwan/China)

Not so strict:

� Religion

� Age 

� Family 



Gestures(1-10) 
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Do's

� handshake is the common greeting

� always greet the oldest person in a group first

� using someone's first name until permission

� gift giving is common practice in business

� you should try everything that is offered to you

� give and receive gifts with both hands

� remaining silent is a way of saying no

� use a nickname to assist Westerners 



Don'ts

� visit a home without an invitation

� use index finger to call or point to others

� make noise while eating

� start the meal without asking host

� write people's name in red



Any question ?

Thank you!


